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Abstract
A family of orthonormal bases, the ultrametric wavelet bases, is introduced in quadratically integrable functions
spaces for a wide family of ultrametric spaces. A general family of pseudodifferential operators on this ultrametric
spaces is introduced. We show that these operators are diagonal in these ultrametric wavelet bases. A map of
considered ultrametric spaces onto real line is discussed. This maps the ultrametric wavelet bases onto orthonormal
bases in L2(R+), which are the generalizations of the wavelet bases.
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1. Introduction
The wavelet analysis is a well-established approach used in a broad field of applications (see, for
instance, the reviews [1–3]).
In the present paper we discuss the relation between the wavelet analysis and the ultrametric analysis.
This discussion follows the line of research of [4], where a p-adic wavelet basis in the space of quadrati-
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p-adic numbers onto positive real numbers (called the p-adic change of variable) mapped this basis onto
the wavelet basis (in the space of functions on positive real half-line) generated by the Haar wavelet (for
p = 2). For p > 2 the p-adic change of variable maps the basis of p-adic wavelets onto the orthonormal
basis in L2(R+) which is a simple generalization of the basis generated by the Haar wavelet. The basis
vectors are complex valued compactly supported stepwise functions, which take p different values (the
pth complex roots of 1).
In the present paper we consider ultrametric spaces, which are more general than the space of p-adic
numbers. We construct the measures in these spaces, and introduce bases in quadratically integrable
(complex valued) functions spaces. These bases are analogous to p-adic wavelet basis, constructed in [4].
In [5,6] by J.J. Benedetto and R.L. Benedetto generalizations of construction of p-adic wavelets [4] were
built for locally compact Abelian groups.
Then, we introduce specific maps for the considered ultrametric spaces onto positive real numbers.
The introduced maps are surjective, they are one to one correspondences on the set of full measure, and
are continuous. We call these maps the ultrametric changes of variable. They map ultrametric wavelet
bases onto some new orthonormal bases in L2(R+). Note that these bases are analogous to the wavelet
basis generated by the Haar wavelet. The main difference with the p-adic case is that the image of
an ultrametric wavelet basis contains the vectors which are, up to shifts and dilations, the images of
p-adic wavelets with different p. We call the image of ultrametric wavelet basis the nonhomogeneous
wavelet basis in L2(R+). The nonhomogeneity here means that, unlike in the case of the usual wavelet
bases, vectors of nonhomogeneous wavelet basis cannot be constructed using shifts and dilations of fixed
wavelet.
Ultrametric pseudodifferential operators were considered in [8–14]. The simplest example among
these operator is the Vladimirov p-adic fractional derivation operator, which can be diagonalized by the
p-adic Fourier transform. In the present paper we introduce pseudodifferential operators on more general
ultrametric spaces, which do not necessarily possess the group structure. Since there is no Fourier trans-
form on general ultrametric space, these operators cannot however be diagonalized using this method.
In [4] it was proven that p-adic wavelet basis is a basis of eigenvectors for the Vladimirov operator. In
the present paper, we prove that the ultrametric wavelet bases consist of eigenvectors for the introduced
pseudodifferential operators. For this class of ultrametric spaces the wavelet analysis turns out to be an
effective substitute for the Fourier analysis.
The field of p-adic numbers is the simplest example of an ultrametric space.
For p-adic mathematical physics, see [4–8,15–23] where the models of mathematical physics with
the help of p-adic analysis are investigated. For instance in [7] a different form of discussion of wavelets
with p-adic arguments was given (compared to [4]). In [5,6] wavelets for Abelian locally compact groups
with ultrametric were investigated.
One of the applications of ultrametricity is the application to disordered systems in the replica ap-
proach. For discussions of the replica approach and applications of ultrametricity in physics see, for
instance, [24,25]. In [19,20] it was shown that the Parisi matrix describing the replica symmetry breaking
(before the n → 0 limit) is a discrete analogue of a p-adic pseudodifferential operator. In [21,22] anal-
ogous operators for more general Abelian locally compact groups were considered and the relation to
the replica approach was investigated. Operators considered in [19,20] were diagonalized by the p-adic
Fourier transform, and the ones considered [21,22] were diagonalized by using the corresponding Fourier
transform on an Abelian locally compact group.
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sciences [17,18].
The discrete analogue of the pseudodifferential operators introduced in the present paper provide some
new examples of replica matrices. Note that the application of these replica matrices to disordered mod-
els, for instance the description of n → 0 limit of these matrices, will be not be treated in the present
paper, but would certainly be an interesting problem deserving further investigations.
The structure of the present paper is as follows.
In Section 2 we construct a family of the ultrametric spaces under consideration, and build measures
on these spaces.
In Section 3 we introduce the orthonormal ultrametric wavelet bases in the spaces of quadratically
integrable functions on spaces, considered in Section 2.
In Section 4 we define almost one to one maps between these ultrametric spaces (derived in Section 2)
and the real half-line, and we introduce the corresponding nonhomogeneous wavelets on real line.
In Section 5 we introduce pseudodifferential operators, acting on complex valued functions on spaces,
defined in Section 2, and prove that these pseudodifferential operators are diagonal in the bases of ultra-
metric wavelet bases.
In Section 6 we discuss some new examples of the replica matrices connected to the introduced
pseudodifferential operators.
2. Construction of the ultrametric space
In the present section we define a family of ultrametric spaces related to trees. A tree is a graph without
loops. For general discussion of trees see [26].
The ultrametric space is a metric space with the metrics |xy| satisfying the strong triangle inequality
|ab|max(|ac|, |cd|) ∀c.
Consider an arbitrary tree (finite or infinite), such that the path in the tree between arbitrary two vertices
is finite, and the number of edges incident to each of the vertices is finite. This does not mean, of course,
that all the paths in the tree are finite. Examples of this kind of trees are the Bruhat–Tits trees.
There exist two equivalent definitions of the absolute of the tree, see also [26] for discussion.
The first definition is as follows. The space of maximal half-infinite paths in the tree, which begin
in some vertex R (that is, the root) is called the absolute of the tree. Obviously the definition of the
absolute of the tree does not depend on the choice of R (taking any other vertex A leads to an equivalent
definition).
The equivalent definition of the absolute is as follows: the absolute is the space of equivalence classes
of maximal half-infinite paths in the tree, such that any two paths in one equivalence class coincide
starting from some vertex.
Let us construct an ultrametric at the absolute of the tree. Fix the vertex R and the point ∞ at the
absolute. To fix the point ∞ at the absolute means that have to fix the maximal path R∞ from the vertex
R to ∞. The point ∞ we will call the infinite point, or the infinity. We define the following natural partial
order on the set of vertices of the tree: J > I if J belongs to the path I∞.
Define the enumeration on the set of directed edges (the edge is directed, or has a direction, if we
distinguish the beginning and end of the edge). For each vertex I in the tree we have p + 1 edgesI
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tree, that means that pI  1 (the vertex I does not belong to the boundary of the tree). By definition there
exists a unique edge incident to the path I∞. Enumerate this edge by −1, and enumerate all the other pI
edges by xI = 0, . . . , pI − 1 in an arbitrary way. Note that the direction of the edge is important: since
every edge has a beginning and an end, it corresponds to two directed edges with two different numbers.
We also take all the edges at the path R∞, directed from the ∞ to R be enumerated by 0 (and by −1
if the edges are directed in the opposite way).
We denote the absolute of the tree by X. Let us construct an ultrametric and a measure on X.
For the points x, y of the absolute there exists a unique path xy in the tree. The notation xy should be
understood in the following way. Since the points x, y of the absolute are identified with the paths Rx
and Ry, the path xy will be contained in Rx ∪ Ry. Then there exists a unique vertex A satisfying
Rx = RAx, Ry = RAy, Ax ∩ Ay = A. (1)
The notation ABC means that AC = AB ∪ BC. Then
xy = Ax ∪ Ay.
Consider the paths x∞ and y∞. There exists the unique vertex I of the form
I = xy ∩ x∞ ∩ y∞. (2)
We have three possibilities.
(1) Let I > R. Then
xy ∩ R∞ = I.
Consider the (nonmaximal) path RI = I0I1 . . . Ik , R = I0 < I1 < · · · < Ik = I .
Define the distance between x and y as the following product of branching indices:
|xy| =
k∏
j=1
pIj . (3)
(2) Let I  R. Then the vertex R lies at the path I∞. In this case we have the path RI = I0I1 . . . Ik ,
R = I0 > I1 > · · · > Ik = I .
Define the distance between x and y as follows:
|xy| =
k−1∏
j=0
p−1Ij . (4)
When I = R, the product above contains empty set of multipliers, and we define the distance as
|xy| = 1.
(3) Let I and R are incomparable. In this case there exists a unique supremum J in the sense of the
introduced partial order in the tree:
J = sup(I,R)
i.e. J is the smallest vertex larger than both R and I :
I∞ = IJ∞, R∞ = RJ∞.
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I1 < · · · < Il = J (correspondingly J = Jk = Il).
Define the distance between x and y as follows:
|xy| =
k∏
m=1
pJm
l∏
n=1
p−1In . (5)
Summing up the above three cases, the introduced distance between x and y can be described as
follows. Put into correspondence to an edge in the tree the branching index of the largest vertex of the
edge (this definition is correct, since any two vertices, connected by edge, are comparable).
For the points x and y of the absolute consider vertex I , where the paths x∞ and y∞ merge. Then
the distance |xy| is introduced as the product of branching indices of edges in the directed path RI in
the degrees ±1, where branching indices of increasing edges are taken in the degree +1, and branching
indices of decreasing edges are taken in the degree −1. Here an edge is called increasing, if the end of
the edge is larger than the beginning, and is called decreasing in the opposite case.
The function |xy| is an ultrametric (i.e. it is nonnegative, equal to zero only for x = y, symmetric, and
satisfies the strong triangle inequality):
|xy|max(|xz|, |yz|) ∀z,
which can be checked by direct computation.
In the topology corresponding to the defined ultrametric, the absolute X will be locally compact.
Define the measure µ on the absolute of the tree, which for the case of the Bruhat–Tits tree will reduce
to the Haar measure on p-adic numbers. To define the measure µ, it is enough to define this measure on
the disks DI , where DI is the set of all the maximal paths incident to the vertex I which intersect the
path I∞ only at the vertex I .
Define the diameter dI of the disk as the supremum of the distance |xy| between the paths Ix and
Iy in DI (with the remark made above we can identify the absolute with the set of paths Ix for any
vertex I ). Then one can check that DI is the ball of radius dI with its center on any of Ix ∈ DI .
Definition 1. The measure µ(DI ) of the disk DI is equal to the disk diameter.
By additivity we can extend the measure on algebra generated by disks. The defined measure is
σ -additive and can be extended onto σ -algebra of Borel sets on the absolute. Therefore the defined
ultrametric space X is the close analogue of Qp . We denote L2(µ,X) the space of the square integrable
functions on the absolute.
Since the absolute X is not a group, there is no Fourier transform in L2(µ,X). We are nevertheless
able to define the wavelet transform.
Define the following enumeration of the points for the absolute X. Consider the point x of the absolute.
Consider the paths Rx and R∞.
There exists a unique vertex I such that
Rx = RIx, R∞ = RI∞, x∞ = xI ∪ I∞.
It is obvious that R and I are comparable, i.e. we have two possibilities: I R or I > R.
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I−γ I−γ+1 . . . . The sequence corresponding to x can be written
x = xI−γ xI−γ+1 . . . xI−1, xI0xI1 . . . .
Here xJ are the numbers of the edges directed from the higher to the lower vertex in the path (this
means that there is no −1 indices here, all the indices are in the set 0, . . . , pJ − 1).
(2) Let I = R. Then we enumerate the vertices in the path Rx = I0I1 . . . . The sequence corresponding
to x can be written
x = 0, xI0xI1 . . . .
This enumeration is the analogue of the expansion of a p-adic number into a series over the degrees
of p or of the expansion of a real number into infinite decimal fraction. In both these expansions,
numbers (real or p-adic) are parameterized by sequences of digits.
This suggests to call the introduced parameterization of the absolute the digital parameterization.
The defined above parameterization allows to put in correspondence to the vertex I the point of the
absolute with the enumeration I0 . . . , which we will denote by the same symbol I .
3. The wavelet basis in L2(µ,X)
For the vertex I of the tree, define the function ΩI(x) on the absolute, which is equal to the character-
istic function of the disk DI .
Define the ultrametric wavelet as the function ψIj (x) on the absolute, where I is the vertex of the tree
and j = 1, . . . , pI − 1
ψIj (x) = e
2πijxI p−1I ΩI (x)√
µ(DI )
. (6)
The point x of the absolute is a class of equivalence of maximal paths. In this class there exists a path
which begins in the vertex I . Then ΩI(x) is equal to 0 or 1 depending on the direction of this path at
I : ΩI(x) is equal to 0 if the edge of the path x at vertex I is directed onto infinity, and ΩI(x) is equal to
0 otherwise.
Note that the definition of the wavelet depends on the enumeration of the edges of the tree (but the
supports of the wavelet do not depend on the enumeration).
Theorem 2. {ψIj } is an orthonormal system of functions in L2(µ,X). If all the maximal paths in the tree
are infinite, then {ψIj } is a basis in L2(µ,X).
Proof. Consider the scalar product
〈ψIj ,ψI ′j ′ 〉 = 1√
µ(DI )µ(DI ′)
∫
e−2πijxI p
−1
I e2πij
′xI ′p−1I ′ ΩI(x)ΩI ′(x)dµ(x). (7)
The expression above can be nonzero only when I  I ′ or I  I ′. Without loss of generality we choose
I  I ′. In this case
Ω (x)Ω ′(x) = Ω (x).I I I
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1√
µ(DI )µ(DI ′)
e2πij
′xI ′p−1I ′
∫
e−2πijxI p
−1
I ΩI (x)dµ(x) = 0
since xI ′ is a constant on DI .
Therefore, the scalar product (7) can be nonzero only for I = I ′, then we obtain for (7)
〈ψIj ,ψIj ′ 〉 = 1
µ(DI )
∫
e2πi(j
′−j)xI p−1I ΩI (x)dµ(x) = δjj ′ .
We get for (7)
〈ψIj ,ψI ′j ′ 〉 = δII ′δjj ′,
which proves that vectors ψIj are orthonormal.
To prove that if all the geodesics in the tree are infinite the set of vectors {ψIj } is an orthonormal
basis (i.e. it is total in L2(µ,X)), we use the Parsevale identity. Since the set of indicators (characteristic
functions) of the disks DI is total in L2(µ,X), proving that {ψIj } is a total system requires only to check
the Parsevale identity for the indicator ΩI(x).
We have for the normed indicator the following scalar product:
1√
µ(DJ )
〈ΩJ ,ψIj 〉 = 1√
µ(DI )µ(DJ )
〈
ΩJ(x), e
2πijxI p−1I ΩI (x)
〉 (8)
which is equal to√
µ(DJ )
µ(DI )
e2πijxI p
−1
I
for J < I , and to zero otherwise.
This implies the following identity:∑
Ij
∣∣∣∣ 1√µ(DJ ) 〈ΩJ ,ψIj 〉
∣∣∣∣
2
= µ(DJ )
∑
I>J ;j
1
µ(DI )
= µ(DJ )
∑
I>J
pI − 1
µ(DI )
. (9)
Then we have the sequence J = I0, I1, . . . , If of the ordered vertices starting from J . We will consider
both the cases when If is finite or infinite.
The following property is satisfied
µ(DIk ) = µ(DJ )
k∏
l=1
pIl .
This implies for (9) the following:
µ(DJ )
∑
I>J
pI − 1
µ(DI )
=
f∑
k=1
pIk − 1∏k
l=1 pIl
=
f∑
k=1
[(
k−1∏
l=1
pIl
)−1
−
(
k∏
l=1
pIl
)−1]
which is equal to
1 −
(
f∏
pIl
)−1
l=1
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lim
f→∞
[
1 −
(
f∏
l=1
pIl
)−1]
= 1
when f is infinite.
It means that if all the geodesics in the tree are infinite the Parsevale identity is satisfied, and that {ψIj }
is an orthonormal basis in L2(µ,X), thus proving the theorem. 
We call this basis the basis of the ultrametric wavelets. For the p-adic case this basis reduces to the
basis of p-adic wavelets introduced in [4].
4. Wavelet interpretation
In [4] the relation between the basis {ψγjn} of p-adic wavelets and the basis of wavelets in the space
of quadratically integrable functions L2(R+) on positive half-line was discussed. The basis {ψγjn} was
called the basis of p-adic wavelets, since after the natural map of p-adic numbers onto positive real
numbers (called the p-adic change of variable) this basis maps onto the wavelet basis (in the space of
functions on positive real half-line) generated by the Haar wavelet (for p = 2). For p > 2 the p-adic
change of variable maps the basis of p-adic wavelets onto the orthonormal basis in L2(R+), which is a
simple generalization of the basis generated by the Haar wavelet: the vectors of this basis are complex
valued compactly supported stepwise functions, which take p different values equal to the pth complex
roots of 1.
Constructed in the present paper basis {ψIj } gives rise to a new basis in L2(R+), which is a general-
ization of the wavelet basis.
In the present section we construct a natural map ρ of the considered ultrametric space X into positive
real numbers. If all the geodesics are infinite, this map is surjective. In this case the map ρ conserves the
measure (i.e. maps the measure µ onto the Lebesgue measure).
In the present and next sections we assume that all geodesics in trees corresponding to ultrametric
spaces are infinite.
In this case the conjugated to ρ map ρ∗ maps the wavelet basis on the absolute X of the tree onto the
orthonormal system of functions on the set of positive numbers R+. This system is a basis in L2(R+).
The wavelet basis in L2(R+) is a basis given by shifts and dilations of the mother wavelet function,
cf. [1]. The simplest example of such a function is the Haar wavelet
Ψ (x) = χ[0, 12 ](x) − χ[ 12 ,1](x) (10)
(i.e. the difference of two characteristic functions).
The wavelet basis in L2(R) (or basis of multiresolution wavelets) is the basis
Ψγn(x) = 2− γ2 Ψ
(
2−γ x − n), γ ∈ Z, n ∈ Z. (11)
In [4] the following p-adic change of variable was considered:
ρ :Q → R ,p +
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i=γ
aip
i →
∞∑
i=γ
aip
−i−1, ai = 0, . . . , p − 1, γ ∈ Z (12)
which maps the wavelet basis on the basis of p-adic wavelets. In the present paper we build a general-
ization of this map, which we will call the ultrametric change of variable. For the point x at the absolute
x = xIγ xIγ+1 . . . xI−1, xI0xI1 . . . ; xI = 0, . . . , pI − 1, γ ∈ Z
the map ρ looks as follows
x →
−1∑
k=γ
xIk
−1∏
l=k
pIl +
∞∑
k=0
xIk
k∏
l=0
p−1Il (13)
for negative γ and
x →
∞∑
k=γ
xIk
k∏
l=0
p−1Il (14)
for positive γ .
This map is not a one-to-one map. The map ρ is continuous and moreover, one can prove the following
lemma:
Lemma 3. The map ρ satisfies the Holder inequality∣∣ρ(x) − ρ(y)∣∣ |xy|. (15)
Note that | · | at the LHS of (15) is the modulus of real argument and at the RHS is the ultrametric on
the absolute X.
Proof. Consider
x = xIαxIα+1 . . . xI−1, xI0xI1 . . . ; y = yJβyJβ+1 . . . yJ−1, yJ0yJ1 . . . ,
where we assume without loss of generality that α  β . Then
ρ(x) =
−1∑
k=α
xIk
−1∏
l=k
pIl +
∞∑
k=0
xIk
k∏
l=0
p−1Il , ρ(y) =
−1∑
k=β
yJk
−1∏
l=k
pJl +
∞∑
k=0
yJk
k∏
l=0
p−1Jl .
For simplicity we assume 0 α  β . In this case
|xy| =
α−1∏
l=0
p−1Il .
We have
ρ(x) − ρ(y) =
β−1∑
k=α
xIk
k∏
l=0
p−1Il +
∞∑
k=β
[
xIk
k∏
l=0
p−1Il − yJk
k∏
l=0
p−1Jl
]
=
β−1∑
xIk
k∏
p−1Il +
β−1∏
p−1Il
∞∑[
xIk
k∏
p−1Il − yJk
k∏
p−1Jl
]
k=α l=0 l=0 k=β l=β l=β
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(
β−1∑
k=α
xIk
k∏
l=α
p−1Il +
β−1∏
l=α
p−1Il
∞∑
k=β
[
xIk
k∏
l=β
p−1Il − yJk
k∏
l=β
p−1Jl
])
 |xy|
(
β−1∑
k=α
(pIk − 1)
k∏
l=α
p−1Il +
β−1∏
l=α
p−1Il
∞∑
k=β
(pIk − 1)
k∏
l=β
p−1Il
)
= |xy|
(
1 −
β−1∏
l=α
p−1Il +
β−1∏
l=α
p−1Il
)
= |xy|,
which finishes the proof of the lemma. 
Lemma 4. The map ρ satisfies the conditions
ρ :DI → ρ(I) +
[
0,µ(DI )
]
, (16)
ρ :X\DI → R+\
{
ρ(I) + [0,µ(DI )]} (17)
up to a finite number of points.
Note that here we identify the vertex I and the point at the absolute with the enumeration I0 . . . .
Proof. For the vertex I , consider the points
I = xIαxIα+1 . . . xI−1, xI0xI1 . . . xIβ−10 . . .
and
I˜ = xIαxIα+1 . . . xI−1, xI0xI1 . . . xIβ−1pIβ − 1 . . . .
The first is the point at the absolute X corresponding to the vertex I , while the second is the first with the
addition of the tail of pIβ − 1, . . . .
ρ(I ) =
−1∑
k=α
xIk
−1∏
l=k
pIl +
β−1∑
k=0
xIk
k∏
l=0
p−1Il ,
ρ(I˜ ) =
−1∑
k=α
xIk
−1∏
l=k
pIl +
β−1∑
k=0
xIk
k∏
l=0
p−1Il +
∞∑
k=β
(pIk − 1)
k∏
l=0
p−1Il .
We have
ρ(I˜ ) − ρ(I) =
∞∑
k=β
(pIk − 1)
k∏
l=0
p−1Il =
β−1∏
l=0
p−1Il
∞∑
k=β
(pIk − 1)
k∏
l=β
p−1Il
= µ(DI ) lim
f→∞
(
1 −
f∏
l=β
p−1Il
)
= µ(DI ).
Then
ρ(I˜ ) = ρ(I) + µ(DI ).
Using Lemma 3, we obtain the proof of the lemma. 
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measurable subspace S ⊂ X we have
µ(S) = l(ρ(S))
or in symbolic notations
ρ : dµ(x) → dx.
Proof. Lemma 4 implies that disks in X map onto closed intervals in R+ with conservation of measure.
The map ρ :X → R+ is surjective, and since nonintersecting disks map onto intervals that do not intersect
or have intersection of the measure zero (by Lemma 4), this proves the lemma. 
Therefore the corresponding map
ρ∗ :L2(R+) → L2(X),
ρ∗f (x) = f (ρ(x)) (18)
is a unitary operator.
In [4] the following theorem was proven:
Theorem. For p = 2 the map ρ maps the orthonormal basis of wavelets in L2(R+) (generated from the
Haar wavelet) onto the basis of eigenvectors of the Vladimirov operator (p-adic wavelets):
ρ∗ :Ψγρ(n)(x) → (−1)nψγ 1n(x). (19)
The functions ψγjn(x) in p-adic case are defined in the way similar to the definition of ψIj (x) in the
present paper
ψγjn(x) = p− γ2 χ
(
pγ−1jx
)
Ω
(∣∣pγ x − n∣∣
p
); γ ∈ Z, n ∈ Qp/Zp, j = 1, . . . , p − 1,
see [4] for details.
This and Lemma 4 suggest the following definition:
Definition 6. We call the basis {ψIj } in the space L2(µ,X) the basis of ultrametric wavelets. The corre-
spondent basis ρ−1∗{ψIj } in L2(R+) we call the basis of nonhomogeneous wavelets.
The map ρ−1∗ between spaces of quadratically integrable functions is well defined since the map ρ is
one-to-one on the set of a complete measure.
We see that using the ultrametric change of variable ρ we can define the wavelets in L2(R+).
The name nonhomogeneous wavelets means that the basis ρ−1∗{ψIj } in L2(R+) lacks translation
invariance (the shift of the wavelet is not necessarily a wavelet, while for usual multiresolution wavelets
this would be true).
5. Pseudodifferential operators
In the present section we construct a family of generators of ultrametric diffusion, which will be
diagonal in the basis of ultrametric wavelets.
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Tf (x) =
∫
Txy
(
f (x) − f (y))dµ(y). (20)
One may consider this operator as a generator of diffusion in a ultrametric space. The kernel Txy will
correspond to the transition probability of the diffusion. To prove that (20) generates a diffusion, one has
to prove the existence of the corresponding semigroup e−tT , as well as the positivity and the conservation
of 1. We will not discuss these questions in the present paper.
In the present paper we restrict ourselves only to the proof of the existence of this operator, and
investigate (20) in the basis of ultrametric wavelets (for the special class of kernels). Other properties
will be investigated elsewhere.
To define operator (20) we have to put some conditions on the kernel Txy .
Definition 7. We call the transition probability kernel (and the corresponding generator (20)) ultrametric,
if the kernel Txy depends only on the highest point Axy lying at the path between x and y in the tree.
We define the height |I | of the vertex I as the radius of the corresponding disk DI of the absolute X.
The disk DI contains all the half-infinite paths, which begin in I and have no common edges with the
path I∞.
Lemma 8. The function Txy is symmetric, positive and locally constant with respect to y for a fixed x,
and the following condition is satisfied:
Txy = const, if |xy| = const. (21)
Theorem 9. The function of the form
Txy =
∑
I
T (I)δ|I |,|xy|ΩI(x), (22)
where T (I)  0, satisfies the conditions of Lemma 8, and an arbitrary function satisfying (21) can be
represented in the form (22).
Remind that the function ΩI(x) is the characteristic function of the disk DI .
Proof. The positivity of Txy is obvious.
Let us prove the symmetricity of Txy . We have
Txy − Tyx =
∑
I
T (I)δ|I |,|xy|
(
ΩI(x) − ΩI(y)
)
. (23)
In order to prove that this expression is equal identically to zero, consider the case when x is such that
the following characteristic function is nonzero: ΩI(x) = 1. This implies
|xI | |I |. (24)
If δ|I |,|xy| = 0, then
|xy| = |I |. (25)
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cancel. This proves that the Txy given in (22) is symmetric. Let us prove now that it satisfies (21).
Fix x ∈ DI at the absolute. Then for y lying at the sphere with the center x and the radius |I | we
have
δ|I |,|xy| = 1.
Also ΩI(x) is a constant on this sphere. Therefore Txy will be a constant on the considered sphere and
(21) will be satisfied.
This proves that Txy satisfying the conditions of the present theorem will satisfy Lemma 8.
Vice versa, it is easy to see that the kernel (22) for x, y lying in the disk with the center I and the
radius |I |, and satisfying |xy| = |I |, takes the value T (I).
Since all the space x, y ∈ X × X is the disjoint union of such a subsets, therefore, taking an arbitrary
positive T (I) we are able to construct an arbitrary kernel satisfying (21). This finishes the proof of the
theorem. 
Theorem 10. Let the kernel (21) satisfy the condition of convergence of all the integrals in (27) for any I .
Then the operator (20) is a well-defined operator in L2(µ,X) with dense domain and the wavelets ψIj
are eigenvectors for the operator (20):
T ψIj (x) = λIψIj (x) (26)
with the eigenvalues
λI =
∫
|Iy|>|I |
TIy dµ(y) + TI,I1µ(DI ). (27)
Proof. To prove the present theorem we use Lemma 8. Consider the wavelet ψIj . Then
T ψIj (x) =
∫
Txy
(
ψIj (x) − ψIj (y)
)
dµ(y).
Consider the following cases:
(1) Let x lies outside DI . Then Lemma 8 implies
T ψIj (x) = −TxI
∫
ψIj (y)dµ(y) = 0.
Note that by (21) TxI does not depend on the enumeration of the points of the absolute.
(2) Let x ∈ DI . Then again by Lemma 8
T ψIj (x) =
( ∫
|xy|>|I |
+
∫
|xy|=|I |
+
∫
|xy|<|I |
)
Txy
(
ψIj (x) − ψIj (y)
)
dµ(y)
=
( ∫
+
∫ )
Txy
(
ψIj (x) − ψIj (y)
)
dµ(y)|xy|>|I | |xy|=|I |
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∫
|xy|>|I |
Txy dµ(y) +
∫
|xy|=|I |
Txy
(
ψIj (x) − ψIj (y)
)
dµ(y)
= ψIj (x)
∫
|Iy|>|I |
TIy dµ(y) + TI,I1ψIj (x)µ(DI )p−1I
pI−1∑
l=1
(
1 − e2πij l).
The last equality follows from Lemma 8 and the local constance of ψIj .
Since for j = 1, . . . , p − 1 modp we have
p−1∑
l=1
(
1 − e2πip−1j )= p,
we obtain
T ψIj (x) = ψIj (x)
( ∫
|Iy|>|I |
TIy dµ(y) + TI,I1µ(DI )
)
,
which gives (27). Therefore the operator T is well defined on the basis in L2(µ,X). This finishes the
proof of the theorem. 
The next proposition gives a simple representation for the eigenvalues of the operator (20) with the
kernel (22).
Proposition 11. Let the following series converge:∑
J>R
T (J )µ(DJ ) < ∞. (28)
Then the operator (20) corresponding to the kernel (22) is well defined in L2(µ,X) and have the follow-
ing eigenvalues in the wavelet basis:
λI = T (I)µ(DI ) +
∑
J>I
T (J )µ(DJ )
(
1 − p−1J
)
. (29)
Note that condition of convergence of the series (28) is equivalent to convergence of the integrals (27).
Proof. Substituting (22) into (27) we get
λI =
∫
|Iy|>|I |
∑
J
T (J )δ|J |,|Iy|ΩJ(I)dµ(y) +
∑
J
T (J )δ|J |,|I,I1|ΩJ(I)µ(DI )
=
∑
J>I
T (J )µ(DJ )
(
1 − p−1J
)+ T (I)µ(DI )
if the corresponding series converge.
Here we use the property
δ Ω (I) = δ .|J |,|I,I1| J IJ
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(28) is equivalent to∑
J>I
T (J )µ(DJ ) < ∞ ∀I.
This finishes the proof of the proposition. 
6. Replica matrices
In this section we consider a simple example of the operator, corresponding to the tree. Consider the
following (finite) tree: we have the following vertices: ∞, R, 0, 1, 00, 01, 10, 11, 12. The following
vertices are connected by edges: ∞ with R, R with 0 and 1, 0 with 00 and 01, 1 with 01, 11, 12. Then
the absolute X will contain the following five points (without the infinite point): 00, 01, 10, 11, 12.
The operator with kernel (22) introduced in the present paper, that is,
Txy =
∑
I=R,0,1
T (I)δ|I |,|xy|ΩI(x)
will have the following matrix in L2(µ,X):
Txy =


0 q0 qR qR qR
q0 0 qR qR qR
qR qR 0 q1 q1
qR qR q1 0 q1
qR qR q1 q1 0

 , (30)
where qI = T (I). Here the enumeration of the rows and columns of the matrix is 00, 01, 10, 11, 12.
Matrix (30) is the generalization of the Parisi anzats of the replica symmetry breaking. We propose to
use Txy given by (22) as the new anzats for the replica matrix. It is a nontrivial problem to introduce the
well-known in the replica approach limit n → 0 for this type of matrices.
This example shows, that the construction introduced in the present paper allows to built more general
examples of the replica matrices, corresponding to arbitrary trees, and that the application of the basis
of ultrametric wavelets allows to diagonalize these matrices (and therefore to calculate their thermody-
namical characteristics). Note that the original anzats by Parisi [24] does not include the matrices of the
kind (30).
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